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Advisory Panel on Food Security, Agriculture,
Forestry and Environment

Interim Recommendations to ED on the
Food and Ecological Crisis in Africa

1. Introduction

The Advisory Panel at its first meeting, held in Geneva on May 12/13 1985,
gave detailed consideration to the short and long term implications of the
African Food Crisis and decided to make the following interim
recoimnendations to WCED for its consideration at its next meeting in June
1985. The Panel hopes that its recoemendations will be implemented as
soon as possible by the concerned Governments/bilateral/tIN agencies.

2. Basic Guidelines

Protecting the livelihood of the poor, ensuring livelihood to the
destitutes and very poor, providing basic goods and services in rural
areas and optimising the benefits of existing educational and
developmental infrastructure are the most urgent tasks. Ie1ping the poor
to earn their daily bread has to be the primary strategy for promoting
economically and ecologically sustainable development. Also, steps to
develop food security systems will have to be based on the following basic
facts i

More than enough food is already produced in the world to provide a
balanced diet for all its inhabitants

People with purchasirg power seldom go hungry

(C) Small and subsistence farmers will not produce more than what they
need for themselves, unless they are assured cash and/or goods
acceptable in exchange for the surplus

Food imports by predominantly agricultural countries will have the
same impact as importing unemployment, since imports will lead to
keeping local farmers at low levels of productivity and employment

Youth and the poor constitute the two genuine majorities in most
developing countries. Rence, any development plan for sustainable
development based on sound principles of ecology and economics which
fails to involve them both as participants and beneficiaries is
unlikely to yield the expected benefits.

3. Recommendations

The following four sets of reconmendations are offered for inediate
consideration and implementation:



A Food Security

''á).. ?OOdfl&id and_me.rgency relief

We cend the on-going efforts in providing the needed food aid and
ther forms of. assistance to the drought stricken countries. Such
assistance has helped to save many lives and has provided the
breathing spelluecessary for,.the initiation of agricultural and
cological rehabilitation f forts, We expect that continued efforts
will be made to achieve a well-integrated programme of relief
operations, capable of reaching everyone in need of help

(b) :Ircentivesto smllproducers: Programme for th supply of cash and
basic goods

Renumerativeprices :c0UPied th the supply of basic good such as
clothing, salt, soap, blankets, cooking oi., matches, sugar,
batteries, paraf in, paper, pencils will help to stimulate small
farmersproduce and earn more. We hence recommend that out of the
amount available for emergency relief, a. cettain roportion may be

lus produöe from
small producers. I4oth cash andtheasic goods farm families need
can be given in exchange for iccally'produce&agriculturai-..
commodities.,, The food grains thus procured may be utilized within
that count foi operation of "Food for WOrk" progranmes ' for
assetless agricultural labour families

The basic goods to be supplie& may include not only consumer and
household goods but also farm inputs like seeds, fertilizers, etc
If such a. mmalL producers' incentive plan is intelligently jreared
and imaginative],y implemented, there will bean immediate ipward
swing in agricultural production and productivity .n_many African
countries.

reserved urchasing renumerative prices

A self replicating. and propelling growth pattern can be hastened by
using external aid to. end the prolonged need for such aid.

B Livelihood Security

The Livelihood Secirity plan will have to cover poor farmers and farm
laboux with particular attention to women and small producers. Assests
such as land, livestock.and trees are usually sold by the poor in years of
acixte distress and they t,hus become assetless. The challenge lies in
preventing snch distress sales. There is need for a multi-pronged
'strategy for Livelihood Security consisting of:

41) enabling poorer households to own assests such as cjoats, sheep,
poultry, cattle and trees

, introducing an. Employment Guarantee Scheme for unskilled labour
such as the one operating in the Maharashtra State of India,
which is a chronically drought prone State, and

developing and popularising technologies which can help to
generate more on-farm and off-farm employment and income.



C Agricultural and ecological rehabilitation

Even as human life saving operations are in progress, no time should be
lost in initiating steps for strengthening the ecological infrastructure
essential for sustained agricultural a&/ance A National Ecological and
Agriciltural Rehbilitation Plan hbuld e 'developed for this purpose in
each áountry. Such a plan should cánist of a portfolio of well defined
tasks Once th tasks to be implemented are carefully defined, steps
should be taken to identify the most appropriate agency (Government,
non-govérnmánt, bilateral, 'tiN or other multilateral agencies, etc.) for
implementin each'specific task.

"Task A4.p nLapoach will help the cGuntry to derive the
maxinu.un advantage from the specific expertise and competence of different
.naiQnl and international agencies. The aim should be the integration of
external and internal inputs in a manner that the beref its from all
avaab1e institutional, technical and financial resources are optim.tsed
Th poliferation of programmes and agencies should be avoided An

iegated aional gaodevlotent and Agricultural Rehabilitation Board
with representation to al th. task adopting agerces should be sat up

D International Eco-deveiopmerit Corps for Africa

We recommend the immediate organization of an Eco-development Corps of
youn pr'ofessionals fó helping o find effctIve solutions to location
specific problems. There is urgent need fo developing location specific
techxiplogies and approaches for agricultural rehabilitation and
eco-4evelopment in Sahelian countries Generalised prescriptions and
programmes should be avoided, since they do mot'e harm than good Present
pattems e eohnica2 assistance are very expensive and cannot be

pl-rcmted on a- scale necessary for generating a critical mass of
meagl-efrt The. following wj.l be some of the principal
characteristics of the International Eco-developinent Corps for Africa:

The Corps would corisIst of youn4profeSsiotials preferably in the age
group 20 to 30 drawn horn the concerned countries in Africa and from
all over the world. They will thus be joint teams of nationals and
foreigners. The persons selected for serving 01 the Corps should
have a combination of desirable professional skills and personal
qualities, particularly humility and compassion

The African Eodevelopent Corps should constitute a special
onponent of the tIN Volunteers Programme but will be administered
idertherguidance and direction of an International Technical

Advisory Committee(TAC). TAC will consist of eminent scientists,
chnologists, educationists, social scientists and development

administrators known both for their knowledge of African problems and
their concern for harnessing science for the welfare of the poor.

The rñembers of thg--Afrian Eco.de.velopment Corps should serve on a
modest honorarium nd should look upon the opportunity given to them
as an opportunity for learning and service.
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Conculs ion

We believe that through concerted efforts in promoting ecologically and
economically sound food production plans coupled with steps to ensure
livelihood security to the poor and renumerative prices to the small
producers, the present crisis can be converted into an opportunity for rapid
advances in agricultural progress and agrarian prosperity. By tapping the
imagination., know-how and commitment of young professionals both from
developed and developing countries in the chailening task of making hunger a
problem of the past in drought ravaged Africa, we will not only help Africa
but will release a unique opportunity of working and learning together.

M.S. Swaxninathan
Chairman
Advisory Panel, WCED



tN1EkNATTONAL 'EC0-DEVELd1HENT CORPS

FOR AFRICA

Basic Guidelines

Preparation of Action Plans:

The first step is the preparation in each country of a National

Conservation for Development Programme consisting of detailed action

plans at the local level for eco-development. Where such plans exist

or can be prepared soon, the kinds of professional expertise needed

for implementing the plan could be articulated in fairly precise terms.

Where they do not exist, one of the early tasks of the Members of the

Eco-Development corps will be the preparation of detailed action plans

in consultation with the local population and authorities. Thus, the

corps could help in the preparation of eco-development plans as well as

in the conversion of plans into accomplishments.

Organisation of a global grid of back-up institutions

A very important pre-requisite for the successful implementation of

this programme is the availability of a global grid of outstanding

support institutions. Depending on the nature of the job to be done,

as for example, anti-desertification measures, production of food,

fodder, fuel and fertilizer (through biological or organic sources),

control of animal and human diseases, irrigation and drinking water

supply, biomass utilization, improved management, etc... the support

of advanced institutions located in developed and developing countries

should be enlisted for (n) providing technical help when needed

throughout the duration of the project and (b) training of members of

M.S. Swaminathan
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the corps. The back-up institutions will serve as an umbillical

cord supporting the project until the work reaches a self-reliant and

seif-proprelling state. The organization of such a consortium

of scientific and technical institutions for supporting the

Eco-development Corps in a meaningful manner will not only help

in harnessing the best available know-how and do-how, but will

also generate a sense of participation among large numbers of

professional institutions and experts in a programme of great

human significance.

3. Selection and Deployment of Members of Corps

This is the key element of this programme. Once the precise

tasks to be performed under the National Eco-development plan are

articulated, the nature of the expertise needed will be clear.

There has to be a proper match between the nature -of the expertise

and skills needed for successful task implementation and the nature

of the skills possessed by the candidate. Interest in do-how is more

important than just interest in know-how.

Once the candidates have been chosen carefully according to

the needs of each action plan, they should be given suitable pre-

deployment training and orientation in an appropriate institution

belonging to the back-up consortium as well as in a suitable

institution in the country concerned.

Deployment of Members of the Corps will be in clusters. For

example, for a project aiming at agricultural and ecological

rehabilitation, there will be need for a group consisting of an

agronomist, a forester, a Veterinaryexpert, and a home scientist.

In addition, every cluster should have a Medical graduate who can
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attend to human health problems. Whenever the members of the corps

are unable to find solutions to some of the field problems (such as

new soil health and plant health problems), they should seek the

assistance of the appropriate back-up institution. In the initial

stages, Members of the Corps could help in optimising the benefits

from the Food for Development programmes.

Duration of the Project

In order to achieve some tangible results, this Programme

should be planned until 2000 AD. Obviously, many of the young

professionals agreeing to give a part of their early life for

this emotionally satisfying and intellectually challenging work,

may not be prepared to stay for more than 3 years. Each person who

is leaving the project should be replaced with a person with

similar expertise so that the continuity of the work is maintained.

In work designed to achieve ecological rehabilitation; a 15 year

period is the minimum before visible and lasting impact is achieved.

Remuneration

The monthly honorarium paid to the volunteers should not

exceed the amount which a national doing similar work may receive

in his/her country. However, suitable dormitory and other

arrangements which will help to provide free lodging and boarding

and recreational facilities will be needed.
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Oslo. 27 June. A.M.

AFRICA - SPECIAL CONCERN OF THE COMMISSION'S OSLO MEETING

A press conference held midway through the Third Meeting

of the World Commission on Environment and Development

featured the Commission's debate on the current African

situation.

The wide ranging agenda of the Commission's meeting also

includes such items as acid rain, hazardous chemicals, and

international economic relations. Commissioners visited

sites of environmental interest, in particular, wave power

prototypes. These items will be covered in a later

release when the Commission brings its current meeting to

a close.

The Commission examined especially the crisis in Africa

based on interim recommendations made by an Advisory Panel

headed by Dr. Swaminathan, Director of the International

Rice Research Institute and President of IUCN, as well as

a presentation by Mr. Lester Brown of Woridwatch

Institute. It pointed out that the African crisis is more

than just the result of the current drought. It is a

tragic manifestation - the worst in human history - of a

breakdown in the balance between environment, development

and population growth. The crisis results from a

combination of adverse internal and external economic and

environmental trends, which have made Africa especially

vulnerable to the impact of the prolonged drought.

r Further Information Mr. Peter Stone, Director of Information
ease contact: WCED, Palais Wilson, 52 rue des Pguis

1201 Geneva
Tel: (022) 32 71 17



The crisis is not just an African concern, but a portent

of what may face other parts of the world if these

pressures are not managed on an ecologically sound basis.

Environmental breakdown in Africa has given rise to human

tragedy on a scale as great as any war in history. It can

not be dealt with by "business as usual" measures.

African leaders and scientists have diagnosed their

problems well. But they will require the mobilization of

resources by the international community over an extended

period and on a scale beyond anything yet being done to

support their efforts to recover from this tragedy and

achieve the kind of sustainable and self-reliant

development that is the key to Africa's future. The

Commission is convinced that this is feasible. But it

will not be easy.

And the task must begin now even as the massive

international response to Africa's needs for immediate

relief continues.

The Commission in particular endorsed a recommendation

from its Food Security Advisory Panel that a portion of

emergency relief be made available to support purchases of

surplus produce from small farmers in Africa. It also

established a special task force of the Commission under

the leadership of the Vice Chairman, Dr. Mansour Khalid,

to consult in depth with African governments and

institutions and the donor community as to the further

measures which must be taken to ensure the recovery of the

African countries affected by this crisis and the renewal

of their development on a Sound and sustainable basis.

These measures must include a massive programme of

resource and environmental rehabilitation.

W/0004K/27.06.85
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